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Quad has dragged ribbon driver tech firmly
into the affordable arena with its new S
Series spea ke rs. David Vivian listens in
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top and bottom for the baffle and rear
panel, a design flourish that, along
with the chunky and well-made
bi wire birrding posts, contributes to
the quality look and feel of these
classy litde boxes. The grilles attach
magnetically to the baffles and the
S-1 comes with self-sticking rubber
pimples to enable a secure footing.
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larger standmount, the S-2, two
floorstanders (the S-4 and S-5) and a
centre speaker for home cinema

first produced in 1957

and perhaps the one
loudspeaker that truly deserves iconic
status - has, in a way been an easy
act for the company to follow - the
ever evolving brand statement that
today as fie ESL 2872 ar\d 2912
continues to put rival-shrivelling
substance behind the advenising
boast that Quad's apprcach is dre
closest to the original sound.

-

More challenging, understandably,
has been the endeavour to forge a

Presentation is
or.ttstandingly
transparent. natural
and unforced
similarly copper-bottomed reputation
for its second'tier speal{ers tiat, in
common with the cost competition,
have to mal<e do with conventional
cabinets and d;,namic drivers. Well,
a tech step change has intervened,
and maybe not before time. fubbon
tweeters - held, by man]t to be
fundamentally superior to dome
designs have been finding their way
into more modestly priced speakers in
recentyears. Quad's latest nnge, dre
S Series, brings a bespoke ribbon to
a market sector where domes have
taditionally been tlle norm. Ifs a
bold initiative to capture a flavour
of that airy and finely-textured ESL
transparency for those of us with
more frugally tailored pockes.
And none has a better chance of
redefining the price versus quality
paradigm than the baby of the new
five-strong family the standmount
S-1. Small enough to squeak into the
'cute' category it measuresjust
285mm high and its specially
designed ribbon is accompalied by a
I o0mm Kevlar-coned bass-mid driver.

called the S-C.
This isn't the first time Quad has
employed a ribbon tweeter - we have
to look back to its first spealer, a 1949
design known as the Comer fubbon,
to find it. If the sonic advantages were
appreciated then, the execution was
more precarious as the drivers were
delicate affairs prone to burning out
at highe4 (valve-generated) volume
levels. The S-1's ribbon, developed
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Quad'sribbon

tw€€ter in the
s serles look3
better than its
19/19 v€rsion

These are tots with se ous intent and
I'm eager to see what they're capable
of, so the initial supporting cast
comprises hearyweight Slate Audio
stands and two pai$ of Tovmshend
Isolda DCT speaker cable for bi-amping
with Roksan's Caspian M2 integrated
amp and M2 power amp fed by a
Caspian M2 CD player and Chord
Hugo DAC (HFC 386) . Subsequent
setups replace t}le Roksan amps with
a single Audio Analogue Crescendo
(HFC 396) and a Monitor Audio A100
(HFC 390), but I want something
approaching the baby Quads'best
game to begin with.
It's a front-end that's really shone
drMng speakers many times the price
of the S-1s in recent months, but any >

specifically for the S Series, uses a
sandwich construction and is said to
be robust enough to cope with modem,
high-powered solid state amplifiers.
Fully immemed in a powerful
magnetic field to accomplish its dual
role of being both the Voice coil' and
the sound radiato! the driver has
been designed and tailored to excel
in seveml areas, claiming excellent
ffansient response and musical detail
while stafng smooth up to and
beyond the normal high-fiequency
hearing range. fubbons typically have
wide dispe$ion characteristics
making 'sweet spol listening less
critical. But Quad has sought to limit
vertical dispersion to avoid floor
and ceiling reflections, with the
aim of keeping dre pristine treble
performance at listening seat height.
The Kevlar weave mid,/bass drive4
here in its smallest 100mm guise, is a
more familiar component and hands
over to the ribbon tweeter via a
sophisticated mulri-element crossover
network. The rcar pofied, 10.7litre
cabinet is remarkably inert, thanks
to the layered panel consffuction of
MDF and high-density pafticleboard
- factors that auger well for low
cabinet colouration. A]l surfaces are
dressed in a choice ofblack or sapele
maiogany wood veneers or can be
had with hand-lacquercd piano black
or piano white at extra cost. The
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t
l)v: Thete arc several r{p,es of

ibbon tweeter. tlow did wu

developahe &signlo/ the S Series
and whatadrrantages does it have
ol,et even the best dome ayof€;?
PC, The best ribbon tweeters are the
designs based on afoilsuspended
ina strong magnetic field. The
advantage over a dome isthat the
diaphragm is driven over the whole
ofilssurfaceandthe ribbon is its own
voice coil. The disadvantage ofthe
older-type foil ribbons is one of
power handling. That is whythey
fell out of favou r. However, recent

doubts that the tiny Quads might not
be up to the job of reflecting the talent
upstream are quickly crushed by a
pfesentation that makes the source
and amp combo sound more beguiling
and musical than it has done before.
This is a surpdse and has me
wondering if designer peter Comeau
has pulled off a masterstroke of
smoke and mirors in the voicing.
Making small speakers sound

developments in multi-layer
substrates have allowed the foilto
handle higher powerwithout burning

outand have broughtthe benefits of
true ribbons backto us.
S-l has a rptabty lult and

'he
evenbalance with great driver
integration lryhatare the facto6
thathetp ac/'levethis?
There is no onefactor responsible
forthis. A loudspeaker has to be
considered as an integrated design.
Drive unit performance, cabinet
construction and, of course, sensitive
crossover design all have their
own roles to play. I maxim;se driver
integration through hours of
computer simulation and listening
test iterations to finalise a crossover
that is, to allintents and purposes,
acoustically seamless.

Apart I rcm the MD F/particleboar d
sandwich @nstnGtion are there
any

dher featurFoJ thecahinet

than convib.lae to its dampfu
rigidiay and tow rFonance?
You can add to thatthe internal
circumferentia

I

bracing, that

contributes rigidity to the front baf{le
and breaks upthesideand rear
panels into smallerareas, and the
'woolly f ibre' internal absorbent,
which helps prevent reflections of
sound back outthrough the bass/

midrangedriver.

ffi

bnt alone in
dangling the rlbbon
carrot in front of mush
Quad

lovers 3€eking that
little bit extra. Ribbon
tweeter 6tahvart Ehc
hasthin$ covered with
its SS 142 model (HFC

3fl)
a

and lhos€ wanting
more brightly lit and

overt prcsentation than
ths S-l's should check
it out. lt doesnt have
the Quad's fabllous
handling of inner det6il.
but sounds 6iry fEst
and fun. DALII lkon I
Mk2 is anothcr shortlist
contcnder and unusual
in having a hybrid
tweeter unit that
combines dome and

ribbon.

ltta partjcula y

clear and detailed
design thst doesn't strnt
on aesthetics and has
insight to rival the S-1's,
That said, it ultinutely
lacks the intimacyth€
Quad cen coniure up.
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convincingly full-bodied through port
tuning and crossover tailoring often
has side effects that are less pleasing.
But no, the only trick the S-1 seems
to be guilty of is drawing the listener
right in fiom the opening bars
and not letting go. Perhaps more
pertinendy for Quad, the overarching
'politeness' that has tended to defide
the sonic signature of some previous
small standmount designs from the
company has given way to a higher
order of dlmamic expression and
immediacy and, more rcwardingly
still, an ability to deliver lighming-fast

and afticulate but remarkably
weighty and extended considering
the bUou box and main ddver.
With the Audio Analogue amp in
situ and single-wired, the overall
balance becomes a litde more
relaxed but the presentation remains
outstandingly transparent, natural
and unforced with an immersive but
tighdy focused soundstage that has
a real sense ofdepth as well as
spreading comfortably beyond the
lateral span of the speakers.

Conclusion
Anyone with preconceived ideas
about t}le 'house sound' of Quad's

more affordable loudspealers really
should arange to audition the S-1.
Yes it's refined and smooth, but it
combines this with new levels of
transparency dynamic expression,
musical insight and maturiqr A veiy
classy little numbe4 then, and gfeat
value for money too o

tansients without blunting o!
indeed, hlping the leading edge.
The ribbon tweeter is clearly
key here as it breathes hitherto
unprecedented life, structure and
resolution into recordings that miSht
previously have been considered less
than sparkling examples of the digital
art. Eric Clapton's Augurt album is a
classic test here. lt can often sound
muddy harsh and congested, but the
S-1's openness and ability to render
subde ambient cues believably
enables it to mine subtleties and
nuances that make it a much more
enioyable listen. Bass is agile, tuneful
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LlKE Very grown-up,

DISLIKE: Nothingat
the price
WESAY: A baby box
touched by the magic

ofQuadb most

